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Abstract. News retrieval systems facilitate the process of quickly learn-
ing about events or stories reported in various online news providers.
The traditional approach involves clustering articles that report about
the same event using bag-of-words or concept based similarity measures,
and offering personalized recommendations using various user modeling
approaches. Knowledge bases have been extensively used in the recent
years for powering search engines on entity based searches. The suc-
cess of this approach, demonstrated by a now de-facto way of searching
and browsing offered by commercial search engines and mobile applica-
tions, has created the need to incorporate semantic capabilities to news
retrieval systems. In this paper we present a proposal for creating a
knowledge base of entities, events and facts reported in Albanian online
news providers. We aim to provide a news stream processing pipeline
based in generally available open source toolkits and state-of-the-art
research works about event and fact oriented knowledge bases.
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1 Introduction

Knowledge bases (KB) are nowadays powering most of the commercial search
engines1. They are mostly used to provide quick facts about people, organiza-
tions, sport teams and other entities related to the provided search queries. It has
been shown that entity enriched search results provide a better user experience
on the related systems [2].

Very often news articles are centered around particular entities: a politician’s
visit to a particular place, the result of a football match, a public figure speech
related to a certain question, a terrorist attack on a city, annual cultural events,
etc. Even though most of the available news retrieval systems offer related stories
discovery, content grouping and even story development timeline visualizations,
they still lack of knowledge discovery features generally available in modern
search engines.
1 Two concrete examples: Google Knowlege Graph https://www.google.com/intl/

es419/insidesearch/features/search/knowledge.html, and Microsoft Satori https://
blogs.bing.com/search/2013/03/21/understand-your-world-with-bing/.
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Let’s consider a visit of Angela Merkel to Albania. A news retrieval system
that makes use of a knowledge base, would detect that a certain news article
about this event is related to Angela Merkel and Albania, furthermore it would
store the fact that it is about a politician’s visit to a certain country. An advanced
use of the knowledge base in question can recommend news articles about Angela
Merkel’s visits to other Balkan countries, or any country in general. It can also
suggest articles about previous visits of her to Albania, previous Chanchellors of
Germany visits to Albania, and other similar related articles. This entity centered
personalization approach has been reported in some previous works [3,4,10].

In this paper we describe the requirements and initial steps for creating
a news-centered knowledge base for Albanian written news articles published
online. It will store facts about certain events reported in the news using a
custom knowledge representation model. We define a system architecture that
allows for different implementations of it. This architecture can be also used by
news retrieval systems that deal with articles written in any other language,
however considering the fact that the natural language processing landscape for
Albanian is lacking many enabler components, we aim to facilitate extensive
experimentation.

2 Related Work

Works reported in literature regarding news knowledge base creation focus on
three main aspects: entity linking and disambiguation, knowledge graph repre-
sentations (ontologies) for news events, and news processing pipelines for knowl-
edge base population.

Entity linking, the process of relating named entities found in the text of the
processed documents with existing entries in a knowledge base, deals with the
need of entity disambiguation. It is the process of finding the correct entry in a
KB for orthographically different mentions of an entity, or identifying missing
entries [7]. It has been shown in different works that entity disambiguation for
news articles is done considering the textual context of a named entity appear-
ance and concept similarity graphs [5,8]. Skenduli and Biba [9] have demon-
strated that named entities in Albanian can be accurately recognized using
trained classifiers provided by Apache OpenNLP2.

Our intent is to create a news knowledge base that contains information and
facts about events or stories related to people or places. We initially plan to link
the identified entities with existing entries of people and places in some publicly
available knowledge bases like DBpedia3 and Yago4.

News processing pipelines for KB population reported in literature use a
combination of tools for achieving this. Some of them introduce a service oriented
architecture. Regarding event or facts extraction there are two main approaches:
machine learning NLP techniques or rule-based and topic clustering methods.
2 https://opennlp.apache.org/.
3 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/.
4 https://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/yago/.
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An advanced multilingual news knowledge base is described by Rospocher
et al. in [8]. They provide knowledge graphs of events reported in the news. It is
created using a modular news processing pipeline with mostly custom build NLP
tools for each involved language. Their approach processes a news collection all
at once, not in an incremental manner.

XLike is another multilingual news processing pipeline [6]. It uses open source
tools and generally available language corpora for implementing its NLP func-
tionalities. News articles are clustered based on their topic, and a knowledge
graph with facts and events is maintained. A similar architecture is described in
[1], but lacking advanced NLP processing. It uses topic based clustering instead.

In [11] Zavarella et al. provide an example of a work that does not use a stan-
dard machine learning based NLP approach in its news processing pipeline. They
describe a system that uses entity extraction grammars and semantic annotation
through rule-based patterns. It is applied in crisis and security threat detection
from news written in three Balkan languages.

3 Research Objectives

We aim to provide an initial setup of a news related knowledge base for news
articles written in Albanian. Our main goal is to boost the user experience of
news retrieval systems or news portals in general through advanced personalized
news recommendation.

Due to the fact that the Albanian natural language processing landscape is
still missing key components for creating advanced knowledge discovery systems,
we can contribute in this regard as part of this work. This can be considered
as another output of our research. In summary we have the following research
objectives:

1. Propose a simple ontology for representing news events or facts.
2. Provide a software architecture for the news knowledge base that allows for

extensive experimentation.
3. Contribute with corpora and tools for Albanian natural language processing.
4. Create an initial implementation of the proposed architecture using open

source toolkits.

4 Methodology

We have started our work by developing a news aggregator for Albanian news
using Scrapy5. In order to gain more context details (i.e. latest stories, important
news) by the location of the page where the news is present, we do not use RSS
feeds. News are stored in an intermediate representation using a NoSQL database
(MongoDB6). For each article we also store extracted meta-data like publication

5 http://scrapy.org/.
6 https://www.mongodb.org/.
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Fig. 1. Proposed architecture.

date, last update timestamp, author, extracted news category, number of com-
ments, etc. We have also created a term-frequency index for the aggregated news
using Apache Lucene7. This is used for clustering news articles about the same
event using a term-frequency based similarity measure.

The proposed system architecture is shown in Fig. 1. We plan to use Apache
OpenNLP for named entity recognition and part-of-speech tagging. Due to the
lack of annotated corpora for this language, we are also creating them using the
collected news as a corpus. Existing annotated corpora are also used for NLP
processing in [6]. In order to allow experimentation with other NLP toolkits,
we are using a custom annotation format that can be easily converted to the
required format of the tool in question.

Because of the lack of quality annotated treebanks, we plan to skip machine
learning techniques for semantic role labeling [6,8] and use a rule-based pattern
matching approach similar to [11]. The set of events stored in the knowledge
base will be limited in the initial stage. Table 1 shows a sample of the triples that
will be created. For entity disambiguation [7] we plan to use the usage context
with the help of the created term-frequency index. When linking to external
knowledge bases we can also use location (for news about events happening in
Albania) as a disambiguation feature. Entries in our knowledge base will also be
linked to the source of the stored information, a single news or a topic cluster.

Considering that news article retrieval is a publication time sensitive task,
the stream of news will be incrementally indexed and update the knowledge

7 https://lucene.apache.org/.
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Table 1. Sample triples included in the news KB.

Subject Predicate Object

Politician spokeAbout X

Politician visited Place

Parliament approvedLaw Law No.

Journalist interviewed Person

Artist participatedIn Concert

Concert heldIn Place

Accident happenedIn Place

Politician met Politician

SportMatch endScore X

base with new events or facts. The knowledge base will be accessible through a
RESTFul API. This allows an easier integration to third-party systems like news
search engines or news publication websites powering retrieval and personalized
content offering.

5 Conclusions

In this work we describe our approach and initial steps on creating a knowledge
base of events and stories reported in Albanian online news portals. We proposed
an architecture of a news stream processing pipeline based on the current state-
of-the-art solutions in this regard and implementable using various open source
toolkits.

The initial plan is to offer access to the created knowledge base through a
RESTFul API, however this can be extended also to the entity linking service of
our system. This would allow the incorporation of advanced knowledge discovery
features and facilitate personalized news recommendation to existing news search
engines and publishing portals.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported attempt to create
a semantic knowledge base for documents written in Albanian. The datasets
and annotated corpora created in this work will also contribute to the Albanian
natural language processing landscape.
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